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ABSTRACT

Tile paper sl~nlnlarizes resl~lts from tllc: inlpecl:~n((> stl~cly of t~le

[1]
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Introduction

There is 110need to emphasize how important it is to minimize the beam impedance

for a lepton machine with the beam current of several amperes and a large number of

bunches. This paper summarizes the results of the impedance studies of the components

of the B factory “]. The prime goal oft his a(tivity was to support the design of the vacuum

chamber and. at the same time. to get a reasonable model of the machine irnpedanc:e that

can be used later for detailed studies of the collective effects. The work combined analytic

approach and extensive simulations with available numerical codes such as LIAFIA and

ABCI.

The main parameters of the B factory relevant, to the paper are given in Table 1.

In this paper we. first. (liscuss limit at ions on th(: impedance given by the beam

dynamics. Next, we list the ilrl~~edLIIlce-gOrleratlirlg elements in the clcctroll high-energy

ring (HER) and mention the difference with the positron low-energy ring (LER). The

analysis of the impedance of each element follows. At the end. we summarize results

giving the parameters of the impedance of the HER.

Constraints on the impedance

Impedances should be minimized to reduce the wakefields excited by the beam.

which may make the beam unstable. coherent effects impose certain limitations on the

magnitude of the impedance.

The longitudinal wakefield nlodifies the rf potential well and, as a result. changes the

burlch shape p(ts). For a purely inductive impedance L, a single bunch self-consistent

potential is

u= ~ + ALp(,s)
B

where ~ P( ,s)(1s = 1. and dimensionless

(1)

(2)



For small .s.

(3)

For the HER, at the nominal lB = 1.4. A/@ = 0.88510-’3. and 10% bunch lengthening

may be expected for

L = 225 rLH. or 2/71 = 0.2 fl.

h~icrowave longitudinal instability sets the limit 011the effective

defined as Z/rL averagc;d with the bunch spectrum

(:).jf <
2mo(E/e)A~

Il,p,,,k ~

where. for a Gaussian bunch. the peal{ bunch current is ~I,f(l,~= ~~~,,(,,

(4)

rnpedance (Z/ TL)rff!

(5)

,,&~/aB. For the

no~ninal ~DR[l]. Table 1. the lilnit is (~),~j < 0.97 Ohms for the HER and (~)r~~ < 0.14

Ohms for the LER. Sonletilnes SPEAR scaling (~ ),~~ = (~) (oB/b) 1[;8 is used to relate

effective and machine ilnpedances. For the average < b > = 3.3 crn machine impedance

is 7.4 times larger than effective impedance. giving (Z/TL) = 7.2 Ohms for the HER! and

(Z/TL) = 1.03 Ohms for the LER. However, SPEAR scaling lnay not, necessarily be valid

for PEP-II. Note that a purely inductive impedance does not lead to microwave instability.

‘transverse microwave (transverse fast blow-up) instability lilnits cff(;ctivc broad-band

impedance for a given average bunch current:

lz~l <

where Q,$ is the synchrotron turic’. and

4Q,. (E/e)b

Iil:l,(tl<fl~>R’

< @ > is the average

(6)

transverse beta function. At

nominal CDR currents. an avc~rag(~< til >= 10 rn. and a beam aperture 1)= 2.5 cm. the

criterion lilnits ilnpedance to IZL I = 21 NIfl/rrl for the lIEIi. all(l lZi I = 2.3 LIS1/nl for

111(’I,LCR.



Transvcrs( mod(:-coupling instability limits the imaginary part of effcctivc transverse

impedance

(7)

and gives essentially the same constraints for PEP-II as fast blow-up instability.

Slow head-tail instability sets a loose limit on the chromaticity of the ring and is not

important for this note.

Transverse irnpedan{e also causes close(l-orbit, distortion and changes the betatron

tune: however. these effects are small. ‘~hey may be enhanced by a factor QLC/(Tfr,, SD)

proportional to the loaded (JL factor of a higllc:r-ord(;r mode; (HOhf) excited by a train

of bunches if the: freqllency of a mode ~,r, of the narrow-band impcclanc(; is in resonance

~vith the bunch spacing ~rrl.sB/C’ = iritf;gt:r + 1/4. or with the frequency of a cohcrclnt

coupled-bunch mode of the train.

The maximum kick froln a single mode to a bllncll centroid with the offset r is

(8)

provided that the moct~] frequency is in resonance with the bunch spacing.

For example, one of the stronsest rf cavity dipole HONI. with parameters ~ =

1674.2 AJHz. R/Q = ().31 kfl/rrl and loaded QI, = 2134. gives the maximum transverse

impedance Z1 = (R,/~)~~ = ().66 ~\I~~/~r~.Take f~~ = 6 x 101O. ofiset r = I cm,

., ~ E/rrtc z = 9 ~ x lo–l:;~~r~, ‘~~le~l6 = 1.() x lo-b is much2 = 6 x 10:;, T(, = ez/Trlc _./

smaller than the divergence angle within a beam. The

equivalent to a quad with the focusing length F = 1/0.

the mode is AQl = —[jl/(4mF) and. for 1 = 10 cm.

HOhl of a cavity with length { is

The betatron tune shift given by

CL = 11 m ACJL = 4. X 10-a.

Hence. under the resonance condition the maximum tune shift due to the strongest HOLI

of the>8 rf caviti[>s ~~~ 1 = ~.6 X 10–’1 in the LER is still much smaller than th~) beal~l-b~’anl

t1111(shift ({ = (1.(13).



L/lore limitations derive fromcoupled bunch instabilities.

In the longitudinal case. the growth rate for 7~~,equally spaced bunches

(This conservative ap~)roach ignores

effect). rrhat limits the impedance at

parameters ofthc rings:

additional possible Landau damping and heacl-tail

any resonance frequency j = w’~~11,/2T. Forthe CDR

(fm)(l:_) f,-(2Tfa,,/()’ <19.5 (HER); <4.1 (LER).

Similarly. comparison of the growth rate of the transverse {:OIII)lcC1-bIlrlcll instability

(9)

(10) -

where tiprl = [v’ret, prlt) + Tl+ QL], with damping time ~1 = 40 Ins. limits the transverse

impedance at any resonance fre(~uency ~IJr?to

ReZL ,,-(wm,,/~)2 <119.8 (HER);

h’~ /rrl
<26.6 (LER). (11)

The longitudinal loss factor gives the energy loss of a beam and defines the power

deposited in the beam pipe by all urrcorrelated train of bunches

20Ifj K/!s~
P = AEfo =

4X ‘
(12)

where 20 = 120m ~ is the impedance of the vacuum. For a 1 A current and tsB = 1.26

rn. a loss factor of ti~ = 1 V/pC corresponds to P = 4.16 klV of microwave power.

In summary. the main limitations to impedance corrrf: from bunch lengthening. power

deposition. and multibunch stability. Singl(:-buncll stability does not seem to be a strong

lilnitillg fa(tor.



Table 2. Impedance generating elements, HER PEP-II B factory

RF Cavities RF cavities

RF cavities tapers

Arcs Copper cllarnt]er(rn)

Dipole screens

BPhl

Arc tjelloms lnodule

Collimators

Dipole offsets

(jUad pUIIl~) SIOtS

Arc fi(:x jont,s

Flange/gap rings

Early x-ray mask

SS {304L pipe (m)

BPNI

Collimators

Puxnp ports

Sliding joints

Flex joints

Flange/gap rings

Gate valves

Tapers octag./rouncl

Straights



IR

Fee{iback

IIlject/Abort

IR Be chanlber

IR masks

CJ2 septum

Collimators

IRpuIIlp ports

Special BPLIs

High pow(]r ciunlps

Feedback pickups

Longitu(i. ki(ker

‘~ransvc>rso kicker

Irl,jectioll port,

Kick(;r ceral~li(

Abort clurnpport

1

2

4

2

2

2

4

1

1

1

3

1

Arcs Diagnos. Synch. light monitor 2

SSRL xray port 2

Str. Diagnos. BB curcnt, monitors 1

DC current transf. 1

TuI1(; monitor 1

Profile monitor 1

Luminosity monitor 1

Plllscd sc’parator 4

PPS stopper 1

IR Diagnos

Other



Impedances of the components

The list of irrll~ecit~rlce-gerler~~tillg elements in the HER (including interaction region

(IR)) is given in Table 2. The LER is (lifferent in only a few aspects. First, the LER has

an Al vacuum chamber in the arcs and. because LER dipoles arc; short. an ante-chamber

with discrete pumps is llscd instead of HER distril)uted ion pumps (DIPs). In the LER.

the iInpedaIlcc of the antechamber ..r(’places.! the impedance of the

HER. Secondly. wigglers give an ad(litional contribution to th(> LER

RF cavities

The dominant cent ribut,ion to the impedance comes. of course.

dipole screens of the

impedance budget.

from the damped rf

cav”ities (see Fig. 1).

The loaded QI, factor of the IIOLIS for a danlp(d cavity is relatively low and the width

of a HOhl is large compared to the rcvol[lt,ion frcqllen(’y. For this reason. the variation of

the HOM frequency in the noll-idcnt,ical cavities (HOLI (letunin~) is not important and

the total impedance of the cavities is proportional to the number of cavities.

Table 3 summarizes the main longitudinal monopole and transverse dipole modes

found numerically with the code URNIEL and those measured on a prototype cavity ‘1].

The total narrow-band loss factor of a cavity is Kl = 0.26 V/pC. This is the sum of

the loss-factors of the monopolc HOLIS below the 2.5 C~Hz (ut-ofi frequency of the beam

pipe with b = 4.76 cm radius. The loss factor of the fundamental mode adds 0.167 V/pC.

The total loss factor of a cavity calculated by ABCI from the wake field excited by a bunch

going through the cavity is kl = ().LS V/pC; hcncc. the broa(i-band loss from the modes

above the cut-off frequency is 0.12 V/pC.

The longitudinal wake-field of a rf cavity is depicted in Fig. 2 and for dipole HOLIS

in Fig. 3. The real part of rf cavity longitudinal broad-band impedances is depicted in

Fig. 4. ‘Yhe beam-pipr radills is 1)= 4.4{) cm.
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3

4

7

8

9

10

11

12

Table 3. Single RF Cavity Monopole HOMS

fre(~ (LIHz) R/Q R,, (Llfl) Q~(nl~rn/nles) (R/Q) QL(kfl)

489.6

76:1.8

1015.4

1291.0

1295.6

1585.5

1711.6

1821.9

1891.0

2103.4

2161. {1

2252.2

108.8

44.97

0.006

7.68

6.57

5.06

4.75

0.06

1.68

3.52

0.02

1.21

5.036

1.782

0.0002

0.6!12

0.265

0.216

0.404

0.0(]6

0.075

U.235

0.002

().068

/31:126

26/28

169/246

66/

/907

/178

not visible

/295

not l’isil)le

/233

/2(11

/500

3472.28

1.26

0.001

not visil]le

5,96

0.90

/0.018

().82

0.004

0.61
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Table 4. Main RF cavity Dipole HOMS, r. = 4.7625 cm

f (hIHz)

679.6

795.5

1064.8

1133.2

1208.2

1313.2

142!) .()

1541.0

1586.2

1674.2

1704.4

1761.9

~~(C~lC/IIl~~S)

35/-

121/122

38/-

76/112

2266/1588

/498

/3955

/59

/178

/2134

/444

/7129

(R/Q) (QL/kr; (kfl/TTL)

not visible

31.86

nc)t visible

0.65

10.3

80.1

342.0

1.62

12.1

385.0

1.52

27.3



Eight cavities in the LER with the nominal beam current woulci generate 16.6 kW’ of

power. see Eq. (12). propagating clownstrearn from the cavities and absorbed in the walls.

For TNI rnocles in the rolulcl pipe with the ra(lius r = b. the power absorbed in the wall

within the (listance 1 = l/CYl~ is ~(z) x c:–(]”z, where

kh

‘~~’ – kZ b ~

Here, k = u/c. k, = ~=, and k,,, is the cut-off frequency of the n~-th propagating

mocle. The bunch spectrum starts to roll off above frequencies ko & 1. For a a~ = 1 cm

bunch, the roll off starts at the frequency j ~ 4.77 GHz. For such a frequency the skin

cierjth is 6 m 1~LrrLancl the absorbt ion len~t h in the beam pipe with radius b = 4.76 Cm is

of the orcler of 1 s bOO m. Hence. the wall polver (Ier)osition from the cavities is 29. [) Ii “/rr~.

The broad-bancl transverse kick-factor of a rf cavity kl = 5.266 V/pC/In at b = 4.49 cm.

The maximum narrow-band (NB) impedance of a single cavity (R/C~)~L = 5.96 kfl

at ~ = 1.296 GHz is larger than the 3.4kfl limit set by Eq. (9) for the LER, see Table

:3. The coherent stability of PEP-II therefore requires a feeciback system. Optimization

of the vacuum chamber should be Consiclered, in this context. as an att ernpt to minimize

requirements on the fee(iback system.

The same is true for the clipole mo(ies, The clipole mo(les ~ = 1.429 GHz and

f = 1.674 GHz have maximllm impeciances much higher than allowe(i by Eq. (11). see

Table 4. Transverse stability depends again on the bunc~l-by-bunch transverse fee[iback

s.ystcIn.

The longitu(linal resistive-wall

z,

/1

Resistive wall

irnpe[~ance is given by ‘2]

(1:3)



where

is the skin [iepth. ~ = 1 for a circular pipe with radius f). an[i F(a/~~) = ~.~~ for a

rectangular beam pipe with a ratio of height-to-wi(lth of b/~~= 2.4/4.6 = ().52.

TIIt’ transverse; resistive-wall impcdancc: for a circlllar pipe is

(14)

The transverse impeciarl(’e of a rectangular pipe can be estimat(’cl from the impedance of

two parallel planes separ:lte(i by a (Iist;lrlcc 2b ‘:’]:

(15)

B = T2/24 or B = T2/12 for motion parallel or perp(;ndicular to the planes respectively.

For the 1300 m copper b(am pip{; of tht~ HER arcs with a conductivity

17.7 no – n. the longit,uciinal and transv[>rs{) impc;clances are ZI = 0,823(1 –

Z,,. = ().435/@ L1fl/rn, ancl Z{, = 0.87/@ hlfl/rn. ‘Ihc: 900 III straight,

stainless-steel pumps with b = 4.6 cm an(i 1/0 = 900” nf] – 771give Z1 = 2. 16(1

f) and Z~ = 0.74/@ hl~/~rL.

Combining the two contributions. the total resistive wall irnpe(ianc:es are

21 = 2.98(1 – i)fi Q. Z,,. = 1.175/@ NIfl/Tn. Z!, = 1.61/fi N1fl/w~.

The longitudinal iml)e(lan[e at th(; roll-off fre[~ucllcy of thf bunch ka~

n = 3.5 x 104. is 0.56 kf). still within the) limit of Eq. (!1). ‘Transverse impedance

dominant contribution to th(’ total inll)c(iance at low frc’qll(;ncies an(l is hisher

1/0 =

i) fin.

circular

–i)@

= 1. or

;ives the

,~laIl th(;

1:1



TIIe 10SS factor and the power deposition per unit length due to the resistive wall

(RWT) impedance in a circular beam pipe are

is the number of particles per bunch. and

(SS) beam pipe may be used to reduce

where ~1[,is the number of bunchc’s per ring. JVB

>.
~() 1s revolution frequency.

The copper coating on the stainless steel

impedanc[> and heating due to synchrotron radiation from upstream dipoles. The

impedance depends on the thickness ~ of the>coating: it decreases exponentially from the

val-ue for the SS pipe for t = () to the value of the copper pipe for f e fi~{,,
[4]

where

1 +A+ (1 – ~)~(~)
((x) =

r

o~’~
A= — F(x) = (?-2(1-’)”.

1 +A– (1 – A)F(J) 0(; “, )

(17). .

(18)

The factor ~ goes to 1 for a thickness of tllc order of the skin depth of the coating.

The wall conductance at the transitions between arcs and straight sections has a jump.

The impedance generated by such a jump in the conductivity may be estimated as the

impedance of a step with a ~idt,h equal to the difference of the skin depths and is negligible.

HER DIP screen

‘Ihe screen separates the beam pipe and DIPs in the HER dipole vacuum chamber.

W~c considered several possible screen designs. The issues here were the screen vacuum

conductance. beam ilnpedance. crosstalk between the plasma in the DIP and the beam.

screening the beam from dust parti(les that rn:ay be produre(i in the DIP charnb(~r. and

scrceuillg the l)ll>s from s(att(rc(l syll(llrotron” ra(liation an(i from p(’netrt~tion of ‘~E

11



modes. which may bc generated by an offset beam or by TL1/TE mode conversion in the

beam pipe. The impedance issue includes broad-band impedance? as well as narrow-band

impedance produce(l by the interference of waves generated by openings in the screen or

by trapped modes.

The final screen design is based on ‘1. W~eiland’s old idea of using continuous. narrow

longitudinal grooves cut halfway through the screen with small holes cut through another

half of the screen tl”lickness (see Figs. Sat)). Grooves with height u] and depth d attenuate

the beam field at the slot opening by a factor e ‘m(t/’” for frequencies &’/c < m/IL’. For

10 = 3 mm. chosen for the grooves, this condition is true for all frequencies within the

OB = 1 crn blmch spectrum. For U1= (i, the attenuation factor is e–~ = ~.(~~~~.and the

broad-band impedance is reduced by the square of this fa(tor. i.e. by a factor 5(11).

Narrow grooves also preclude the DIP plasma discharge affecting the beam.

Continuous grooves reduce broad-band irnpc(lance and elirniJlatc complications of narrow

band irnpcdance. Tilted grooves make efficient screening of the beam from dust particles

and screening of the DIPs from scattered synchrotron radiation.

Small 3 mm diameter holes give large enough vacuum conductance while

simultaneously preventing penetration of TE modes through the screen. A hole acts as an

antenna for an incoming ‘~E Inodc with a dipole moment proportional to r:;. The ratio of

radiated power to incoming power of a TE wave generated in the beam pipe with radius

b by a bunch with rms length OB may be estimated as (see Eq. A1-;37)

(19)

Hence. the penetration length of a TE mode scales with the hole radius as ( llr)() and. for

3 mrn holes. is larger then the absorption length of such modes in the bean-pipe walls.

The hole separation is chosen large enough to make gap impedance small. This prevents

a significant, crosstalk betwe(ln holes. which (’ollld result in ttlc a(idin~-llp of their dipole

15



moments. ‘Yhe mesh reduces total vacuum conduct ante by less than 4%. There will be

192 screens. 5.6 m long. with 6 grooves and 8400 holes per screen.

Each hole has an inductance L = 3.5 x lo-h nH. giving L = 56.5 nH for all holes of

the 192 screens. At tcnuation in the grooves reduces the total induct ante of the holes to

L = 0.1 IIH. The holes make the tolerance 011th(’ tilt of the grooves very loose in respect

to the beam direction.

‘Yhc total transverse impedance of the HER DIP screens is Zl = –i ().()6 k~2/rrl.

The resistive part of the impedance and the loss factor for frequencies within the

bunch spectrum are negligible small: kl = 5.5 x 10-5 V/pC.

LER Antechamber

The LER antcchambt’r replaces the DIP vacuum chamber of the HER and is similar

to the antechamber of tll~ ALS. see Figs. 6a. b. Impedance of the ALS antcchamher

r
was measured and modeled with hlAFIA ‘“]. Broa(i-band impedance is generated mostly

by the discontinuity of the antechamber slot at the ends. Narrow-band impedance would

correspond to modes trapped in the antechamber. Simulations and theory show that the

dependence of the impedance on the len~th of the slot saturates when it becomes several

times the rms bunch length at several OB (several cm). Excitation of the modes of the

antechamber by the beam ma,y be attenuated significantly if the slot of the ante-chamber

is narrow and long: it works exactly in the same wa,y as to the grooves in the DIP screen.

Fig. 7 shows the field pattern at the’ slot, opening that confirms this statement. The

attenuation factor found with hlAFIA agrees with the simple formula e However.—T([/111

the opening of the slot has to be large to accommodate the vertical size and the position

jitter of the beam, Calculations were carried out with slot heights of 1,8, 1.4. and 1.0 cm.

111all cases. the wake field is irldllctive and small. with maximum vallles of 0.04.0.12. and

().3 1 7rl.b’/p~. respectivf>ly. for a slot

011 the depth c of the ante(’hanlber

40 cm long an(l 1 cm deep (see Fig. 8). Dependence

slot, was compared for ( = 1. 12. and 2fi (ru: tllc

1(i



difference is negligible. The calculated inductive Z/rl = (1.5 ~JQ or L = 5.7 x 10-4 IIH is

(~uite small and agrees with measurements. No trapped modes were found.

Abort system

The beam abort system requires a long vacuum chamber {~ cm wide and 12 cm deep

(from the beam to the bottom) under the beam terminatc?d with the dump”] as shown in

Figs. 9a. 9h. To minimize the impedance the chamber is screened with two shallow rf

tapers (down and back up to the beam pipe). ‘~he taper going down may be very long and

gives negligible impedance. The aborted beam goes through the taper going up. The angle

o of this taper is limited by the (~ncrgy deposition. which depends on radiation length X().

and thickness t of the s(reen: cl > t/~(). hlAFIA calculations for a 3 m long structure

with two (up arid (lo\\’11)tapers 8.5 (nl high and aIlgle [V = ().()18. give an inductive wake

field with L = ().23 nH. The loss factor is Al = 4.5 x 10 ‘:; V/pC~. No narrow-band trapped

modes were found.

Interaction Region

The interaction region (IR) is a complicated 3-D set of masks and tapers as shown in

Fig. 10a, and 10b. It was modeled as a whole structure Ilsing NIAFIA. The broad-band

wakefield is approximately inductive with L = 5 IIH (see Fig. 11). The loss factor of

the total structure is kl = 0.12 V/pC. Llost of the power lost due to the broad-band

impedance propagates downstream and is absorbed outside the IR.

The main issue for the IR is heating. Heating in the IR results mostly from modes

trapped in the (entral Be pipe +20 cm around th(: IP, :3 Watts of ohmic losses in the Be

pipe?. and. to a much smaller extent, from losses in upstream components of the beam

pipe. mainly from the IR septum. Broad-band impe(lance htis nlaxilnunl R(Z = 0.46 kf)

at b GHz as a r(~s~~lt,of avera,<in~ of the trt~pped Illo(l(’s.

17



The 1 = 40 cm Be pipe with radius b = 2.5 cm and adjacent masks with circular

openings on both sides was modeled separately. The loss factor of this section is kl = 0.012

V/pC. A number of the trapped modes are confined in the 40 cm Be pipe. due to the

adjacent masks (see Fig. 12). Frequencies of the modes range from 4.6 GHz to 5.92 GHz.

‘~he frequency interval at the low-frequency end is about 50 LfHz. Spacing increases to

150 hfHz at the upper frequency end. ‘~rapped modes are. basically, ~.~~ol modes of the

pill-box cavity with frequencies

(20)

The lowest radial number v = 2.4 and the number of the half waves n along the structure

range from n = 1 to n = 12.

Both beams excite the modes simultaneously. For a symmetric structure. the

amplitude A of the even modes (n = 27n,) excited by a bunch is proportional to

(~1~++ Y_ ) sin(kl/2) ~and for odd modes (n = 27r1+ 1). A x (N+ – iv- ) cOS(kl/2) where

i~+ is the number of particles per bunch in each beam. Therefore. the power deposited in

even modes scales as ~ x ( ;V+ + fV_ ) 2. For an IP placed asymmetrically at a dist ante 11

from one end of the pipe. the amplitude of the even and odd modes is

At x (,v+ + ~V_)[sin(kll) + sin(kiz)] + (~V+ – :V-)[cos(kll) + (os(klz)]. (21)

and odd modes can be excited even for equal number of particles in both beams. The

power deposition within the: Bc pipe depends on the ~ factor of the modes.

Resistive CJ & 1.25 1(1’1is very larg~ in ollr case. Loaded QI, deperlds 011the coupling

of trapped mo(ies to propagatin~ modes in tile beam pipe on th(’ other side of the masks.

lx



where the bealn pipe radius is lnuch larger than that for the Be pipe. We estimate for

round openings in the nlasks that

(22)

where U() is the radius at the neck of the masks, and ~~’1 is the probability of tunneling

‘~he integral Inay be estimated as

frequency j,,,:

A=~–1.d,,,{L()

(23)

(23)

where a’ = lda/dZI is the slope of the nlask.

For our case. this approach gives Q,yf = 1200 for a typical j,,, = 5.7 GHz. and

a. = 1.5 cm. In this case. only 10(Z of power loss goes to the Be pipe wall.

III principal. detuning froln a resonance CL~Ilbe done by heating Be pipe. ‘~crnperature

dependence of the nlode frequency

Af - (A1/1)

f-
(25)

1 + (%)2

is different for different ~~: the coeficierlt is equal to 1/50 for rt = 1! and 1/2 for 7/ = 12.

For (A1/J) N 10-5AT. and AT m 1(100”the frequell(y shift, for the rnodc 71= 11 is slnall

b~lt comparable to the width of tile r(’SOIlilKl[’C.

1!)



‘Yhe power loss to an even mode with the loss factor ~,rl and loaded Q:, is

P = POD, P() = I: K,,):. (26)

where P() = 480 lt’ is the power loss of uncorrelated bunches. and Ix = 1+ + 1–. The

c;nhancement factor ~ for a train of bunches with bunch spacing SD

(27)

depends on det uning the mode frequency from the resonance frequency Wr. &’r.SD/(2mc) =

i~~,teyer. Far away from th(: rt~sonallce ~~,,, /w’,,, >> l/2Q,,l and we get the factor

D << 1. At the resonance;

4Q;, C
D –—.1)1(1,,1’— (28)

~’rr! t~B

and. for SD = 120 cm and ~,,, N 6 GHz, D/tj(,.l >> 1 provided that Q >> 70. For

Q,,, = 1200, the enhancement D,,,,,,,,,= 16. and D,,,;,, = 4.4 x 10-’]. If only three out of

twelve] trappf)d modes are resonant, power loss is P = 3 x (1/12) x 48011” x Dr,,,,,r = 1.92

kW. Power dissipated into the wall itself is P,l,,,,zl= 192 W in this case.

The frequency spectrum of a train of bunches also has frequencies at multiples of

th(~ revolution frequency ~lo. The number of independent coherent modes is c:qual to the

number of bunches rl~. If the amplitude of the coherent mode is .41. the power loss of a

particle duc to this mode is (Eq. A~3-17)

(29)

‘rhe rms anlplitudc: of the coherent modes is on the order of Al N 20B /~. and power

loss due to single coherent mod(: is 21~,, (ODU1/C)2 (Q~,/nB) (R/Q)l. The number of such

modes within the resonance width til/(QL) is ~~1/(2QLwo). Total loss of coherent modes

is irldepcndellt of Q [, and is smaller than the uncorrelat ed power loss P()



Hence, the wall-power loss is acceptable provided the pipe and adj scent masks are

carefully designed to avoid resonances with bunch spacing.

Injection port, kicker ceramic

The injection port gene’rates impc:dancf: due to a 2 x 12 cm slot in the tapered

bealn-pipe wall. with the average pip(> radius b = 3.8 cm (see Fig. 1:3 a.b). Broad-band

impedances. both of thc] slot and the taper. calculated with NIAFIA, are mostly inductive.

The slot gives an inductance L = 0.025 nH and a loss factor kl = 1.5 x 10–:~ V/pC.

The contribution of the taper is larger: L = ().15 nH aud kl = 5.4 x 10–:;. Including

both contributions. the injectiou port gives L = 0.17 IIH and kl = 6.9 x 10–:; V/pC. No

indication of trapp(:d modes was found.

Kicker ceramic section (c = 9 >> 1, thickness ~b = 4 mm. tube radius b = 2.75

cm) for the injection kicker (length 1 = 1.25 In) have a thin titanium coating (r(]sistivity

P(’(l(lt = 43 ~1~ – cm). The wakefield gene’ratc~d by th(> ceramic section depends ‘T!on the

parameter

(30)

where t = 0.75~Lrr~is the thickn(:ss of tll[: coating. For this coating thickness. V << 1

and the wake

is mostly resistive. E(1. Appendix 1-22.

(31)

(32)

For 1 = 1.25 m. the resistive part of the impedance R(2 = 5.7 f): the loss factor k{ = 0.04

V/pC. The il~ductive inll)edallce (orresl>onds to L = ().5 10-;} uH.



BPM

The HER has 290 sets of four-button BPNIs (see Fig. 14). A BPLI should have

high sensitivity wit hin the bandwidth 1 GHz, but, at the same time must have low power

going to the cables. low beam impedance’. and low heatin~ inside the BPLI structure. We

compared several designs of a BPLI.

A 2 cm diameter round button is reasonably sensitive but the impedance is resonant at

6 GHz with relatively high shunt impedan(e. The prohleln may be avoided by making the

button asymmetric. 111particular. a narrow bridg~? across the gap eliminates the resonance

but makes power to the cable too high. Lleasuremcnts confirmed

simulations quite well (see Figs. 15a, b).

The final version of the BPhl uses a round button with a =

the results of LIAFIA

.5 cm diameter. Such

a design (see Fig. 16) satisfies requiremcrlts for sensitivity, heating. and power output to

the cables.

For a four-button BPhl and i~B = 3 x 101°,” the sensitivity ‘g]is defined by the

impedance 0.5Q at 1 GHz.

The impedance of a single> b~ltton is generated by a u’ = 2 rnln round slot. Impedance

of a slot can be estimated as the: differ(;nce of the impedances of two round holes with radii

a and a + ul, giving polarizability c~f + CY,,l= 2u’a2 and

or L = 5.7 x 10–’; nH per button. L = 6.8 rlH for 300 four-button BPNIs. The

Kurennoy ‘s]estimate is smaller: ~Yf:+ ~Yrtl= ‘U’s2/8. hlAFIA’glgives L = 3.7 x 10–211 rlH

and a loss factor of k/ = 2.7 x 10–:1 V/pC for a four-button BPL1: L = 11 nH. and kl = 1

V/pC for 300 BPhls.

Hence. the power loss by the beam is P = 126 W per BPhl at the cllrrent 3A Power

outpllt to a cable is found by dir(:ct calculations of the fields at the ~)ort and is !) TV per



cable. The 1 cm beam ofIset in the dirertion to a blltton can increase power to the cable by

a factor of 2 because the fre(~uency harmonic of th(: field depends on the distance? as 1/r.

Transverse broad-band inlpc~dancc of 300 BPLIs found in simulations 1s Z,r =
[9],

6.7 ki?/m. and 2!1 = 5.5 k~/r~l. OIlc mode of the narrow-band longitudinal impedance

has a total shunt imp(>dance 6.5 kf~ at, f = 6.8 GHz for ~10()BPLIs. The field pattern of the

mode indicates that this mod~’ is a TE1 1

narrow-band impedance Z,r has a mod{”

and Z,q = 12[1 kO/m at f = 6.2 GHz.

mode (in respc?ct to the button axis). Transverse

with the: total R,$ = 90 k~2/m at ~ = 6.8 GHz.

The impedance is only slightly moro t,llan rc[~uircd by the conservative estimate

Eq. (9) and may increase the power of t11(;f(:[:dt~ack amplifier by not more than 5~.

of

Ceramic in the BPhl has c = 10 and loss tan~ent of the c(ranlic is t,. = 0.0007. The

power deposited by a propagating wave into c(:ramic with thickness }1 = 3 mm.

P
— n (:)hf6(,.
r,,, ~ 2

is P = 12 rnW per button for the loss ~;,, = 126 W per BPNI at ~ = 7.5 GHz.

The power absorbed in the thin Ni lay(:r at the edge of the ceramic in a coax with

characteristic impedance Ztt’ = (Z(j/2Z) lIl(b/cJ) and radii a. b is

z = (:)%.P,,, P

(33)

wher[? for TEL1 wave

(35)

and 6 is thc~skin depth of Ni. Notc~ that LL6scale’s as @. ThCJp(’rnleability i~ of Ni rolls off

at high freqll(:ncics very rapidly and at 7 C,HZ is of tll{: order IL= :3 (see Fig. 17) reducing

power loss to Ni to P = 46.81rLI!” pcr bllt,t on for the loss P,,, = 126 W p~;r BPkl.



the

‘Yhe fraction of power absorbed ill the resistive walls is on the order of the ratio of

length of a button / = 1.9 cm to the absorption length

(36)

anti is very small.

TIIe Q factor given by these losses is Q() = 534. The loaded QI,. determined by

LIAFIA and confirmed in wire measurements on a BPhI prototype. is much smaller:

QL R 60. It is too low to enhance the pc,wer loss in a t,rain of bllllch(s.

It is worthwhile to compare the loss factor k~ = (ti/2) (R/Q()) of the longitudinal

mode ~ = 6.8 GHz with the broaci-band loss kl = 2.7 x 10–;;. Taking Q() = QL and

R,, = 22 fl per BPLI. we g(’t kl = 0.46/QI, pcr BPLI. This figure is larger than the

broad-l) and loss factor for ~~~ = 1O(). This argument indicates again that, the loaded ~j~,

should be much less than Q() and has to be dominated by the radiation back to the beam

pipe.

The relevant parameter for heating is the wall loss factor of a propagating wave

multiplied by the number of passes of a wave, QI,c/tilN 36 for C~L = 60. That gives

absorbed power 2.5 IV and heating of t)utton at normal conditions should not be a problem.

If a button cable is accidentally disconnected. the situation may be different. First.

reflection from the open unmatched cnd can produce a standing mode within the BPLf.

Consider a button as a transmission line. ‘lhc currents and voltages at both ends of the

line arc related by the c:h:aracteristic impedance of the line ZL and th[? impedance of a

termination Z~:

Under normal conditions. the characteristic impedance of the line is matched to the

impedance of the cable. and the voltage an(l (’urrent at both ends of the button are the



same. except, for a phase {b = ql where q is the ~)rc>~~agatirlgcorlstarlt and 1 is the length

of the line. For a disconnected cable, the current at the output port of the button is zero.

The current at the input port is related to the density of the image current induced by

the beam and, therefore, is th(: same as at thc~ normal operation. Hence. voltage at the

input port increases by a factor (ot ~) compared to the normal operation. For a TELI

wave wit h frequc’ncy ~. the phase ti is L’ = tiZ/c. From a reciprocity theorem it follows

that the volt age induced at the beam current and. hence. the energy loss by the beam and

heating ~~realso increascld by the same factor ~(~t~. or by a factor 6.25 for j = 7.5 GHz

and 1 = 1.9 cm. Radiation to the beam pipe is also increased due to the reflected TELI

mode. Simulations with NIAFIA confirmed appearance of the new resonances in the beam

inlpedance with a disconnected cable.

The same design of BPhls with flat buttons will be used in th(~ arc’s and str~~ight

sections. In the straight sections. a flat but,toll will be flush w-ith the round beam pipe

only at the center, making small cavities at the edges. The effect was simulated with

hfAFIA and changes the broad band impedance only by a f(’w p(]rcents.

To screen BPhfs from halo ek:ctrons! buttons will bc r(]ccssed by 0.5 mm (including

tolerance for installation). Other factors such as direct, or secondary synchrotron radiation.

or electrons emitted from the chalnber walls are not affected by the small recess under

consideration, For a beam pipe gap b = 2.5 cm and a betatron wave-length ~(j & 50 m

the incidc:nt angle of a halo electron is # = 4b/A;j, and the: recess A e 2r0 = 0.75 x lo-:~

cm would be large enough for the’ button with radius r = 0.75 cm. This number is very

small. and practically recess is defined by the tolerances of the BPNI installation. Excessive

recess may. however, produce trapl)ed lnodes. The decay length of the trapped mode

k: ~,
q=(—

2s

depends on thc~ parameter (. For i~ round pip[’ < = 1. and for a r(~ctang~~lar b(\anl pipe

25



The lowest TLf mode in a rectangular beam pipe with [dimensions a X b, a > b is

(37)

ancl has the cut-off frequency (~’(./c>)2 = (T/a)2 + (m/b)z. For four buttons with raciius r

located at z = x(, = a/4. y = ~ or {) = b arl(l re(:esse(i by ~. the total volume of bulging

is ~6 = 4~~2~. an(l the ~le~?l~ lellgth of the trapp(;(l lllO(le

k: ~,
q=<—

2s

is giv(:n by the parameter

The frequency shift of a rno(ie is

Resistive wall gives in this case

Recess is small if it gives a small freq

A<

(38)

(39)

lency shift compare(i

&)2JF).

(40)

to the shift due to resistive wall:

—

(41)

Take a = 9.() cm. b = 4.8 cm r = 0.75 cm. 6 = l~LrrL.Then A < ().64vLr~Lhas to

be taken as the maximum ac(-eptable rec(:ss of a button in the arcs. The resistive wall

frequency shift in the rouncl pipe of the straights is

(:)I{LI = &.

Z(;

(42)



The acceptable} blltton recess for four-button BPhl in the beam pipe with radius b is

and larger than that ill the arcs:

estimate of the acceptable rcccss

a BPhI cable.

Bellows,

{
A<& ;. (43)

~ < 1.6 mm for b = 4.5 cm and r = ~. 75 cm. The

is conservative and does not take into account losses to

quad/dipole offset, rf seals

~~e compared several desi~rls for a bellows module. ‘rhe final design uses fingers

outside of th(~ beam pipe and does not use large synchrotron radiation masks. Instead, the

beam pipes are offset horizontally by a f(w 111111and the transitions arc tapered to produce

suficient protection from th synchrotron radiation (see Figs. 18 a. b).

Impedance of th(? qua(iru~)ole/(iil>ole transition with the tapered beam pipe offset of

5 mm was modeled with LIAFIA. ‘rll~~loss factor of the transition is kl = 4.5 10–’1 V/pC.

No trapped modes were found either by considering propagation of the rf Gaussian bunch

or in the S-matrix calculations.

The impedance of the bellows module is generated by finger slots. slots in the

bellows corners, small tapers of the synchrotron radiation masks. and the RF seals. All

contributions arc; small and correspond to an inductive impedance.

Impedances of the tapers of the bellow module were modeled as independent

axi-symmetric structures with radii e(~ual to the distau(es from the beam line to the

corresponding taper. The results were then averaged proportional to the azimuthal filling

factors. giving an inductance L = 0.044 nH and a loss factor kl = 3.3 x lo-:) V/pC per

bellows. For ~300 bellows the total inductive impedance is OUIJT L = 13 IIH and kl = 1

V/pC. Due to th(~ larger dist ancc of the taper from the beam and the small vertical size

of the vacuum chamber. the taper with the larg(’ 20(” angle gives only a small contribution

aft(’r averilgirl~.



Impedance of the so finger slots with

1.5 x 10-4 nH for 50 fingers per bellows.

length 1.25 cm. and width 0.76 mm is L =

Eight slots ill the corners are wider (71 = 4

mm) and. although they are farther away from the beam. give L = 7.6 x 10–4 nH per

bellow. more than the finger slots. The total inductance of the slots is L = 0.27 nH per

~300 bellows. The difference in the dimensions of the beam pipe in the arcs and straights

is of no significance here.

‘~he rf seals in a bellows module are designed to give a small 1 mm high and (].5 mm

wide recess in the beam pipe. ‘rho c’xact height of the recess cannot, be kIlowIl but the rf

seal should not, look like a ~roove that may generate trapped modes. Impedance of the rf

[1(1]
seal is inductive

To

11H

4A~
L=—

b’
(44)

be conservative. we take ~ = 1 111111,< l/1) >= 0.33 C>TI1-1. ‘llleI1 L = 1.6 X 10-Z

per rf seal. The code ABCI gives the same L = 1.07 x 10-2 IIH alld the loss factor

kl = 1.1 X 1~–4.Neglecting again the difference between (iirnensions of the bellows in the

straights and arcs. we get L = 0.47 nH or Z/n = 0.4 x 10-:] f] for the 290 rf bellows

seals in the ring. (Note. that this is an overestimate of the actual impedance).

The estimate of the impedance of the rf bellows seals is valid also for the flange/gap

rings. ‘Yhese give an additional L = 0.47 nH per ring. Clearly. the main issue for the

bellows is not beam impedance but heating and operational reliability of the fingers.

Heating. in particular: may be prodllced by radiation through the slots. and by

coupling of the beam to the modes of the cavity betm~eerl fingers and bellow convolutions.

Radiation of the slots is dipole radiation with dipole moment induced by the field of

a bunch or by the field of a TLI HOL1 generated somewhere upstream from the bellows.

‘~he first mechanism gives the average radiated power due to the beam

(-15)



For ],1,,, = ~ A. OB = 1 cm. and b = ~.~ cm that gives ~ = 0.45 W/bellows from eight

corner slots. Fifty finger slots, being narrower. give less by a factor of 123.

Consider now the TNI modes generated by the beam somewhere upstream at the

components with a total broacl-band loss factor of kl. That defines the power of the

incoming HOLf modes averaged over frequencies within the bunch spectrum PTLI1 =

I~,,kl SB/C. Power ~T,~I radiated from a slot due to incoming TNT rnodc may then be

compared then with power radiated by the beam Pl,C(~,,l:

~~,j~ = ~&kjnBP/,,,l,,, (46)

and. for the total 10ss factor k[ = JV/p L. can be larger than Pfle(,,,,,, by a factor of 10.6.

Radiated power becomes on the order of 5 Iv per brllows module. ‘~his t>stirnat,edoes not

take into account local variation of power in Thl HON1-S.

Radiation from the finger slots in(luccd by a TE mode is 12!10 times larger than

radiation due to regular TLI modes mostly due to the factor ( l/u’ )4. Taking into account

the difference in the number of finger and corner slots. we get the power P = 312.8 IV

per bellows module. provided that the power of the incoming TE and Thl modes are the

same. However, beam does not couple with the TE modes: they can be produced by

transformation of the TL1-rnodes or due to decay of modes in asymmetric structures with

hybrid modes. In both cases a small factor makes the power of the TE modes on the order

of a few percent of the average power of the Thl HONIS reducing the radiation power due

to TE HONIS to a few watts per bellows module.

Another mechanism

eigenrnodes in the cavity

in resonance with bunch

that may be important for heating is resonance excitation of

between fingers and bellow convolutions if their frequencies are

spacing LltsB/~~ = 2T71. The enhancement factor of the power

deposited by the beam is D = 4C~L/(2mr~). For a frequency ~ N 1 GHz. th~? factor

Jc$B/(~ = 8X and ~ deI)c?lI(is on the loa(l{’(1 Q/,. ~,,,,~,r = (~1/dn. For a Thl HOhI

~!)



corresponding to

Q~ = 104. which

kl = 3 V/pC. the power P = 0.02 W/t~ellows is still small even for

can be expected with stainless-steel convolutions.

Lumped pumps

Ports of the lumped vacuum pumps are screened with a grid of long and narrow slots

The layout for the straight section of the HER is shown in Fig. 19a. and for

Fig. 19b. III the arcs. there are 24 slots altogether in th(’ upper and lower

length Z = lb.~ cm and width ~~j= 2.54111111.

Impedance of each slot of the pumping screen in the arcs is L = 1. I X 10

the arcs in

decks with

-4 and the

total contribution of the 24 pumping slots for all of the 200 ports in the arcs is ().53 IIH.

‘~h6 potential problem here is not broa(l-band impedance but, the possibility of trapped

modes.

As an example. consider a g = ~ cm long circular cavity with a depth ~ = ~ rrlrrl

in the b = ~ cm radius beam pipe ‘1’]. The broac]-band impedance of such a small cavity

is small and mainly inductive (see Eq. (41)). However, NIAFIA finds a narrow resonance

with shunt impedance R,,$= 7 k~ and Q = 2.7 x 104. Such a mode can be considered as

a modified propagating mode with a frequency close to the cutoff frequency b’r,, /c= vu/b

where vo

the beam

= 2.405 is the first root of the Bessel function .10(V()) =

pipe changes the frequency of the mode. shifting it below

trapped mode. The situation is analogous to the freqllency shift of a

(). A small bulge of

cutoff and making a

[node in a cavity due

to a small perturbation of the boundary. The mechanism is described in the original paper

by Stupakov and Kurennoy ‘“]. The paper also gives a nurneri(al example quite similar to

the one described above.

The theory ‘L’]predicts a trapped mode: at the grid of the vacuum port in the arcs with

shunt impedance “’’R,, = 644. fl, Q factor on the order of 3.5 x 104. and localization kngth

L = 35 cm. “Ihe shunt impedance of a trapped mode at the vaculun ports of the straight

sections is smaller. R,s = 85. f~. LI.4FIA confirms that slots cllt in the circlilar bet~nl l)ipe

:10



produce a trapped mode with parameters given by the total magnetic polarizability of the

slots. Fig. 20a. b.

The frequency shift of the trapped mode is larger than the width given by the

resistivity of the wall. Radiation from a narrow slot outsid(; the thick beam-pipe is

suppressed at a fr(:qllerlcy close to the cllt-ofi. Radiation into the beam pipe is possible

only in the ~~11 mode. which has a cut-off frequency lower than the cut-off for the ~1~~()]

mode. However. the width due to this process is very small. For a symmetric placement

of the slots, radiation is additionally suppressed.

To eliminate trapping, the beam pipe at the va(uum port may be recessed with the

recess volume: equal to or slightly lar~er than the pol:arizability of the slots. Numerical

[13]
simulations with LIAFIA confirmed this statement .

A bow-like recess of the slots in the arcs has to have saggita ~ > 0.27 mm and.

practically. will be set to be larger than the fabrication tolerances. A mesh of small holes

on the pump side should be used to prevent propagation of TE modes to the pumps.

Tapers

The circular beam pipe of the straight sections (b = 4.5 cm) and the rectangular

beam pipe of the arcs (2.5 x 4.5 cm) arc connected with tapers (see Fi~. 21). The 2D

rnodcling of a 10(” taper connecting two circular bc:arn pipes with radii of 2.5 and 4.5 cm

gives a conservative estimate of kl = 5.1 x 10-:] V/pC and L = ().13rlH per taper (see Fig.

22). The wake is inductive. The real part of the impedance is ReZ < ().5 f) per taper for

frc’quencies below 5 GHz.

Collimators

A simple model of a collimator as a pair of tapers with a height of 4.5 cm and a

taper angle of 1()” gives a loss factor of kl = 2 x 10-2 I’/pC. The wake is inductive and

corresponds to L = 1.57 nH per collimator (see Fig. 2;3).



Feedback kickers

Longitudinal and transverse kickers for PEP-II are modeled after those designed and

measured for the ALS ‘1~](see Fig. 24). The longitudinal beam impedance of the ALS

transverse kicker was found to be Z/n = ~. 53 ~n~ and the loss parameter was estimated

as kl = 0.66 V/pC. For the longitudinal ALS kicker. Z/n = 25 TnO and the shunt

impedance is 300 f2 within the passband 1.25 GHz.

Tolerance on the beam-pipe misalignment

hlisaligned beam pipes can generate additional impedance. For a small misalignment

J of two beam pipes with radius b the impedance is inductive ‘“]

(47)

For 6 = 2 mm and b = 2.5 CI~l that gives L = 0.023 IIH. 111 the worst case 300

misalignments of this kind give L = 7 nH. Kiving the upper bound for the misalignments

with rms error 2 mm. ~re chcckcd this formula with the 2-D code ABCI considering

two pipes with radii 4.7 and 4.5 mm. ‘Yhat, gives L = 0.030 IIH, and the loss factor

kl = 1.410-’~ V/pC. Inductance. after scaling proportional to the azimuthal filling factor

1/2 and ratio of radii is L = 0.027 nH in good agreement with the analytic formula.

Impedance of synchrotron radiation

Llaximum value of impedance caused by synchrotron radiation

(48)

for b = 2.5 cm and the averagc~ radius R = 350 m is quite large, giving L,,,,(l,,,= 25 nH.

However, the maximum vallle corresponds to the

7.5 X 10(i. Such frequencies ~aremuch larger than

:]?

harmonic number

frequencies within

~li}, ~ (nR/b)’;l~ =

the bunch spectrum



which. for o = 1 cm. rolls-off starting from rl = ~. ~ X 1[)4, Impedance of the synchrotron

radiation is suppressed exponentially for frequencies 71 < rlt}l arid contributes rlegligibly

to the PEP-II impedance budget.

Cross-talk

As usual. we lleglected the cross-talk between spatially close components in this

calculations. An example of a periodic array of irises shows that such an interference tends

to reduce the total impedance. but. to our krlowledge, no serious studies of the problem

are available at this time. We want to nlak(: only a fcw conlments.

At high frequencies, a diffractiorral model can be used to estimat[’ the length of

the interaction of the wake with a

inner radius a in a beam pipe with

particle. Consider. for example. a scraper with the

radius b. The angle of diffraction 8 for a wave with

frequency u = 2nj is 0 s c/ti(~. The elements of the vacuuln syst(rn can be considered as

iIldependellt if the dist ante between is larger than the length of diffraction L & (b—(1)~’u /c.

If two recessed elements of the vacuum chamber are close to each other. a mode can b(]

localized between them. However, to have a large Q factor. the mode should not be coupled

with propagating modes outside of the elem(~nts. This coupling for smooth obstacles with

the width t~~and height of the recess ~ depends exponentially on the parameter

-c

U1l.J 2A

b b’

where b is the beam pipe radius and u = 2.4 is a root of the Bc;ssel function. The parameter

should be much larger than one for a large Q.

This problem was considered for the rf seal and recessed vacuum port. Both are short

(in the model the height of each was 1 mm) and are close to e:ich other. The field pattern

found in Lt.4FIA sirrlulations confirmed. as was expected, that such a system does not

confin{’ a Irlodc (see Fig. 2[j).



Summary

The main contributions to impedance of PEP-II come from the rf cavities and the

resistive wall impedance. Components giving the main contribution to inductive part of

the impedance arc summarized in Table 6. The cent ribution of an element is calculated

and rnultiplicd by the number of such c?lements given in Table 2. These elements are mainly

inductive but do have a small resistive part, which give a non-zero

V/pC. Ive can describe this loss by a constant resistivity ~~1.

Longitudinal impedance is the sum of the narrow-band

loss factor of k~ = 3.1

and the broacl-band

impedances. The narrow-band impedance is given by the modes of the cavities (see Table.

;3), and a few modes in the BPLIs. and kickers. Broacl-band longitudinal impedance can

be parametrized “L’]“~]by expansion over @. For Q > {) it takes the form:

where 20 = 4T/c = 120T f), and ~’C./2n is a cutoff frequency. Usually. the impedance

can be set to the cutoff frequency of the beam pil)e at the rf cavities. Dependence of the

total impedance on the choice of ~,. is weak if the number of modes below cutoff taken

into account in the narrow-band impedance and the coefficient R(. are chosen consistently.

‘~he first term in the expansion of 21 over @ describes inductive impedance generated

by all elements in the ring with eigenfrequencies much higher than frequencies within the

hunch spectrum. The

parameter Z~/r~ where

revolution frequency.

The inductance L

induct ante L (L in IIH. 1 cm= 1 nH) defines the low-frequency

r,= ti/~[j is the harmonic number. and L’() = 2nf = c/R is the

is given by Table [i. The second term describes the resistive wall

im~>edancc. The third term

case is proportional to [~(.s).

tail of the rf caviti(s.

describes a constant resistivity. The wake of a hunch in this

rrh(: last, term is a good parametrization of the hig]l-frequency
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‘~ransversc; impedance is dominate[l by the mo(ies of the rf cavities. Table 4. and

resistive wall estimate(i above. The rest of the ring contributes little and. therefore. it

may suficc to have an estimate of such a contribution. This estimate can be obtained in

a stanclar[l way from the results of Tak)le 6.



Table 6. The main contribution to the inductive impedance of PEP-II

Di~)ole screerls

BPL1

Arc: t)ellow rrlodule

Collirrltltors

Purrlp slots

Flallge/gill) rill~s

Tap(}rs oct/roull{i

IR (:ll:~r~ll)tr

Feedt)i~ck kickers

Irlje(;tiorl port

Abort clunlp port

L (IIH)

0.10

11.

13.5

18.!1

0.8

0.47

3.6

7.0

29.8

0.17

0.23

k[ (v/pC)

0.8

1.41

0.24

0.03

0.06

0.12

0.66

0.004

0.005

Total 3.4
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